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November 07th 2013: Don't Lie to Me- Deception Expert and
Offer Negotiation Expert Share Strategies for Success
Don't Lie to me Expert Susan Constantine is an established
body language expert, specializing in reading suspects and
witnesses in high profile trials, political candidates, and
celebrities through verbal and non-verbal communication. .
Susan is a regular contributor on CNN, ABC, CBS, and
MSNBC. She has been featured numerous times in national
trade journals, magazines, newspapers, television, and film
documentaries in the U.S. and Japan, and has a role in the
national film “Be Natural,” produced by Robert Redford and
narrated by Jodi Foster, coming out in late 2013.She will be
giving insight
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Susan Constantine
Susan Constantine is an established body language expert, speaker, trainer, author,
and leadership coach specializing in reading suspects and witnesses in high profile
trials, political candidates, and celebrities through verbal and non-verbal
communication. She conducts seminars and workshops for corporate clients,
lawyers, investigators, government agencies, and individuals. Susan is a regular
contributor on CNN, HLN, ABC, CBS, MSNBC, HLN, and TruTV. She has been featured
numerous times in national trade journals, magazines, newspapers, television, and
film documentaries in the U.S. and Japan, and has a role in the national film “Be
Natural,” produced by Robert Redford and narrated by Jodi
Read more
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Sue Riehle
Sue Riehle the author of Make Me An Offer I Can’t Refuse, a book about workplace
topics taken from a creative perspective. Topics covered in the book include
interviewing, career strategy, negotiations and being accidentally lucky. She is also the
CEO of Studio Productions, Inc. a special effects company specializing in the
manufacture of theatrical scrims, which are used to make people appear and
disappear and also are used as very large projection surfaces. Her background
includes business MBA and engineering BSEE. As an engineer she has lead large
software teams for Cummins, worldwide. Her evolution toward writing developed from
counseling mostly engineers, several female engineers ove
Read more
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